Challenges We Solve
We embrace your tight schedules,
declining budgets, increasing cyber
threats, and the ever-increasing
velocity, variety, and volume of your
data, APG takes on these tough
challenges in the DoD,/Intelligence
Communities by delivering today’s
mission critical information systems. We
do so by optimizing COTS integration,
accelerating schedules, and reducing
program risks, so your solutions reach
their full operational capability faster with more capability, robust security,
and greater return on investment.

Our Cleared Veteran Team
As U.S. Military and Intelligence
veteran professionals, our highly
cleared engineers are dedicated to
our nation’s defense. Our personnel
are deployed across the CONUS,
with key program centers in DC,
Dayton, Colorado, and California.
Drawing inspiration from colleagues
now serving our country on the frontlines as well as patriots from the
past, we work tirelessly to meet their
standards and ensure mission
success for your Program.
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Advanced Engineering for
Mission Critical Information Systems

Proven, Reliable SW Engineering for Your
Mission Critical Information Systems
When mission success is paramount, turn to APG for advanced software, systems, and
cyber security services consistently delivered with high velocity, mastery of best
commercial practice and the utmost integrity. Our services help you turn vast mountains of
Big Data into actionable information, with assured timeliness and confidence.

World Class, Certified Talent at ~40%
Less Cost vs. Big Vendor Consulting
With deep technical expertise and mission
experience, veteran APG professionals pack
big league experience into a lean agile cadre,
enabling clients to rapidly architect, develop,
and deploy secure, leading-edge software
solutions— at roughly -40% less than leading
commercial software consulting providers. We
simultaneously optimize your existing
investments, and accelerate schedules, while
reducing your program risks. Therefore, your
mission critical information systems can reach
full operational capability faster with more
functionality, robust security, and greater
return on investment (ROI).

Services Leverage Key Integrated
Partnerships

A Trusted Partner for Mission
Success

We’re highly effective in leveraging our
commercial “reach-back” partnerships in concert
with our award winning System Integrator (SI)
relationships (e.g., Northrop Grumman, Boeing,
Raytheon, Ball Aerospace, and Exelis). Such
world-class leverage enables APG architects to
rapidly develop and deploy leading edge
software solutions for mission critical information
systems in the following key areas:

APG continues to be entrusted to support
many of our nation’s mission critical
information programs. Count on APG to
seamlessly integrate into your team
environment providing as proven partner
dedicated to the fact that mission success
is paramount.

• Mission critical support to IC/DOD Application
Service Providers (ASPs)
• Data Architecture, Information Engineering
and Data Science
• High Performance Data Management
• Private Cloud Engineering at the
Platform-as –a-Service (PaaS) tier
• Information Assurance & Cyber Security

